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Abstract

The nature of the dark matter that binds galaxies remains an open question. It is usually assumed to consist in a gas of
massive particles with evanescent interactions; however, such particles—which have never been observed directly—should

22have a clumpy distribution on scales# 10 kpc, which may be in contradiction with observations. We focus here on an
exotic dark matter candidate: a light non-interacting (or only self-interacting) complex scalar field. We investigate the
distribution of the field in gravitational interaction with matter, assuming no singularities (like black holes) at the galaxy
center. This simplistic model accounts quite well for the rotation curve of low-luminosity spirals. A chi-squared analysis

223points towards a preferred massm |0.4 to 1.63 10 eV in absence of self-interaction. A rough calculation shows that
allowing for a quartic self-coupling may shift the upper bound to around 1 eV. We conclude that a scalar field is a promising
candidate for galactic dark matter. Our comparison should be extended to other rotation curves in order to derive better
constraints on the scalar potential. We finally give a hint of the issues that appear when one tries to implement this scenario
on cosmological time scales.
   2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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21 . Introduction density of V h 50.01960.002 as indicated byb

nucleosynthesis (Burles and Tytler, 1998) and the
The observations of the Cosmic Microwave Back- relative heights of the first acoustic peaks in the

ground (CMB) anisotropies (Netterfield et al., 2002), CMB data. The nature of that component is still
combined either with the determination of the rela- unresolved insofar. The favorite candidate for the
tion between the distance of luminosity and the non-baryonic dark matter is a weakly-interacting
redshift of supernovae SNeIa (Perlmutter et al., massive particle (WIMP). The so-called neutralino
1999), or with the large scale structure (LSS) naturally arises in the framework of supersymmetric
information from galaxy and cluster surveys (Perci- theories. Depending on the numerous parameters of
val et al., 2001), give independent evidence for a the model, its relic abundanceV falls in thecdm

2dark matter density in the rangeV h 5 0.1360.05 ballpark of the measured value. New experimentalcdm

(Netterfield et al., 2002), to be compared to a baryon techniques have been developed in the past decade to
detect these evading species. However, detailed
numerical simulations have recently pointed to a few*Corresponding author.
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naturally to collapse in numerous and highly packed contribution, we will study an approach which
clumps (Moore et al., 1999) that are not seen. The could—to some extent—unify the two points of
halo of the Milky Way should contain| half a view. We will introduce a scalar field that can be first

8thousand satellites with mass in excess of 10 M considered as a new dark matter candidate, which(

while a dozen only of dwarf-spheroidals are seen. plays almost the same role as usual WIMPs, but with
The clumps would also heat and eventually shred the slightly different clustering properties. Equivalently,
galactic ridge. More generally, this process would this scalar field can be thought to be a modification
lead to the destruction of the disks of spirals. A of Newtonian gravity, as in tensor-scalar gravity
neutralino cusp would form at their centers. This is theories. Although this model has not been elabo-
not supported by the rotation curves of low-surface- rated as much as MOND theories, it appears as a
brightness galaxies that indicate on the contrary the possible competitor, and we believe that it provides a
presence of a core with constant density. Finally, useful and complementary insight on the issue of
two-body interactions with halo neutralinos and its galaxy rotation curves. Such as MOND, scalar field
associated dynamical friction would rapidly slow models would change drastically the usual under-
down the otherwise observed spinning bars at the standing of galaxy rotation curves: the later would
center of spirals like M31. not result from complicatedN-body dynamics, but

Solutions to these problems could be entirely of would depend on the scalar field potential in a simple
numerical or astrophysical nature. Indeed, the most and direct way, namely, through the Klein–Gordon
recentN-body simulations tend to predict smoother equation.
halos (Weinberg and Katz, 2001), and less friction The scalar field scenario may also provide an
between halos and spinning bars (Valenzuela and exciting possibility to have a common explanation
Klypin, 2002). These recent results were obtained by for for both the dark energyV and the dark matterL

increasing the resolution of the simulations, and by V components of the Universe. Before trying tocdm
1taking into account dissipative processes in the reach such an ambitious goal one could explore the

baryonic component. Some other works show that a relevance of scalar fields to the cosmological and
clumpy halo is still compatible with the observed galactic dark matter puzzles, as was done for dark
velocity distribution of stars in the galactic disk energy with the so-called ‘‘quintessence’’ models
(Font et al., 2001), and also with microlensing data (Bludman and Roos, 2001; Steinhardt and Caldwell,
in the case of the Milky Way (Dalal and Kochanek, 1998). The archetypal example of quintessence is a
2002): so, it is not impossible that the clumps are neutral scalar fieldw with Lagrangian density
there, but remain invisible because they do not trace

1 mnluminous matter. ]L 5 g ≠ w≠ w 2V w . (1)s dm n2However, these features may point towards the
need for an alternative to standardLCDM in order to

Should the field be homogeneous, its cosmologicaldescribe properly the galactic dynamics. A minimal
energy density would be expressed aschange would be to alter slightly the properties of the

dark matter particles. New candidates for the as-
2~w0tronomical dark matter are under scrutiny such as ]r ; T 5 1V w , (2)s dw 0 2´warm dark matter (Colın et al., 2000; Narayanan et

al., 2000; Barkana et al., 2001; Abazajian et al.,
whereas the pressure would obtain fromT ; 2 g Pij ij2001; Hansen et al., 2002), particles with self
so that

interactions (Spergel and Steinhardt, 2000), or non-
2thermally produced WIMPs (Lin et al., 2001). A ~w
]more drastic solution is to assume deviations from P 5 2V w . (3)s dw 2

Newtonian gravity on large scales, in order to
account for galaxy rotation curves without the need 1Two possible directions for using a quintessence field as dark
for any dark matter particle. This is the main goal of matter were proposed in Sahni and Wang (2000) and Wetterich
the MOND theory (Milgrom, 1983). In the present (2001, 2002).
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2~If the kinetic termw /2 is small with respect to from simple equations—essentially the Klein–Gor-
the contribution from the potentialV w , the equation don wave equation, which governs classical scalars d
of state can match the condition for driving acceler- fields as well as Bose condensates. This situation
ated expansion in the Universe,v ;P /r , 21/ strongly differs from the more conventional pictureQ w w

3. Instead, in order to behave as dark matter today, of a gas of individual particles—fermions or heavy
the field should be pressureless:uP u!r . So, the bosons—for which gravitational clustering does notw w

kinetic and potential energies should cancel out in lead to universal density profiles and where the shape
Eq. (3), a condition automatically fulfilled by a of galactic halos can only be studied through techni-
quickly oscillating scalar field averaged over one cally difficultN-body simulations.
period of oscillation. This well-known setup is that The formation and stability of such condensates is
of the cosmological axion. It requires a quadratic a complicated issue (see e.g. Tkachev, 1986; Seidel
scalar potential, so that the kinetic and potential and Suen, 1994; Khlebnikov, 2000, 2002) even when

2 23energies both redshift asw ~ a with the Universe the field is complex and has a global charge—not to
expansion and cancel out at any time during the field be understood as an electric charge, but as a con-
dominated stage, which is then equivalent to the served number of quanta like the baryon or lepton
usual matter dominated one. number. For instance, a large condensate can be

Axions—or more generally, bosonic dark matter— unstable under fragmentation into smaller clumps.
were revived recently due to the undergoing CDM For a real scalar field with no conserved charge, the
crisis. For instance, it was noticed in (Hu et al., issue of stability is even more subtle since the field
2000) that structure formation on small scales can be can self-annihilate, especially when the condensate
forbidden by quantum mechanics, for wavelengths core density exceeds a critical value (Tkachev,
smaller than the Compton wavelength—i.e., the 1986). This property can improve the agreement with
minimal spreading of an individual boson wave observations (Riotto and Tkachev, 2000), since the
function. The latter matches the scale of galactic coupling constant will tune the upper limit on the
substructures for an ultra-light mass of orderm | density of dark matter cusps at the center of galaxies.

22210 eV. Alternatively, one may introduce a self- However, such a positive feature is far from exclud-
coupling term (Peebles, 2000; Goodman, 2000). As ing models with a conserved charge. In fact, the
we have seen, the existence of a matter-like domi- issue of Bose condensation on galactic scales—in an
nated stage requires that the contribution of non- expanding Universe—has never been studied in
quadratic terms to the potential energy remains details. The result would depend very much on the
subdominant. Nevertheless, a self-coupling would scalar potential, and it is difficult to guess what
modify the field behavior in the early Universe, as would be the maximal core density today.
well as its clustering properties today in regions In our recent works (Arbey et al., 2001, 2002), we
where the field is overdense—exactly like for boson focused on a scenario with a conserved charge, and
stars, which are crucially affected by the presence of assumed that dark matter consists of a complex
a self-coupling (Colpi et al., 1986). The self-cou- scalar field with a quasi-homogeneous density in the
pling is also relevant for the issue of field clumps early Universe, producing later galactic halos
stability, and can explain why dwarf and low-sur- through Bose-condensation. The Lagrangian density
face-brightness galaxies have cores with finite den- reads
sity (Riotto and Tkachev, 2000).

mn †L 5 g ≠ f ≠ f 2V f . (4)s dm nA remarkable feature with bosonic dark matter is
the possibility to form Bose condensates, i.e., large
domains where the field is coherent in phase and is Throughout this analysis, we will focus on the
in equilibrium inside its own gravitational poten- potential
tial—like boson stars—or in that of an external

22 † †h jV5m f f 1l f f . (5)baryonic matter distribution. This opens the possi-
bility to have a very simple and elegant model for
galactic halos, in which rotation curves would follow Beside the issue of charge conservation, the case
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for a complex scalar field is somewhat richer than whereF 5 h /2 is the Newtonian potential. For00

that of a real (neutral) scalar field, especially when pressureless matter, 2S 5 T 5r. On the other00 00

this scenario is implemented on cosmological scales. hand, for the complex scalar field, the gravitational
In one limit, the complex field can behave as an potential is sourced by the effective mass density
effective real one, similar to the usual axion. On the

eff
r fother hand, it can be spinning in the complex plane †~ ~] h j; S 5 2f f2V f (11)s d002with slowly-varying modulus, like in the so-called

spintessence (Boyle et al., 2002) scenario. This which is a priori different from the energy density
depends on the dominant term in the kinetic energy, T . So, inside a galactic halo, the gravitational00which can be either radial and oscillating, or orthora- potential is given by
dial and slowly varying. As a result, during the field

eff
DF 54pG r 1r , (12)dominated era, the spintessence would have a con- s df b

tinuously vanishing pressure, while the axion pres-
where r is the distribution of baryonic matterbsure would oscillate between1r and 2r .f f forming the various galactic components—stellar
disk, bar, bulge . . . In first approximation, the galaxy
can be seen as spherically symmetric. In that case,

2 . Galactic halos
one shows (Friedberg et al., 1987) that all stable
field configurations must be in the form

We are interested in galactic halos consisting in
self-gravitating scalar field configurations—which s(r) iv t]]f(r,t)5 e (13)]can be seen as Bose–Einstein condensates spanning Œ2
over very large scales. Since the typical velocities

where the amplitudes depends only on the radiusr.observed in galaxies do not exceed a few hundreds
21 Then, the effective field density reads likeof km s , it is enough to study the quasi-Newtonian

limit where the deviations from the Minkowski 1eff 2 2 2 2 4]H Jr 5 2v s 2m s 2 ls . (14)fmetrich 5 diag(1,2 1,21,2 1) are accounted formn 2
by the vanishingly small perturbationh . Insidemn

The radial distribution of the fields(r) and thegalaxies, the latter is of order the gravitational
gravitational potentialF(r) are given by a system ofpotential
two coupled equations: the Poisson equation (12)

2h |F |V , (6)mn C and the Klein–Gordon equation. The latter may be
expressed aswhere V is the rotation velocity—in the case ofC ]Œspirals—and where 2V is the escape velocity from 2C 22v ]H S D Je s01 u91 v91 s9the system. In the harmonic coordinate gauge where r

it satisfies the condition 2 22u 2 3
1v e s 2m s 2ls 50 (15)

1a a]≠ h 2 ≠ h 5 0, (7) in the isotropic metric wherea m m a2
2 2u 2 2v 2 2 2 2 2 2dt 5 e dt 2e hdr 1 r du 1 r sin u dw j.the perturbationh is related to the source tensormn

(16)1 a]S 5 T 2 g T (8)mn mn mn a2
The prime denotes the derivative with respect to

through the radiusr. The Newtonian approximation corre-
sponds tohh 5 216pG S . (9)mn mn

u . 2 v .F. (17)
The Poisson equation reads like

DF 58pG S , (10) Relation (15) simplifies into00
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2 2 3
Ds 1 12 4F v s 2 12 2F sm s 1ls d50. explaining the flatness of rotation curves. However,s d s d

for the data that we use later, only the raise of the(18)
dark matter velocity curve is important, and it is not
possible to distinguish between then 5 0 andn ± 0For each value of the parameters (m, l, v) and a
solutions.given baryon distribution, these equations form an

Note that all these configurations are assumed toeigenvalue problem with discrete solutions, labelled
be regular at the origin. Allowing for a black hole ateither by the central values . 0 or by the number0 the galactic center would lead to different solutionsof nodesn in which s(r)50. The lowest energy
of the Klein–Gordon and Einstein equations (Wet-state—which is not identically null due to charge
terich, 2001, 2002).conservation—hasn 5 0. The self-consistency of the

Newtonian limit requiresuF u! 1. Such solutions
2 .1. Free fieldexist only for

2 2 20, (m 2v )!m . (19) In Arbey et al. (2001), we solved these equations
for l50. We found that halos consisting in the

In Fig. 1, we give the rotation curves that would fundamental configuration of a free scalar field fit
be predicited in a halo consisting in a pure free scalar perfectly well the universal rotation curves of low-
field, for the fundamental state and for various luminosity spiral galaxies (Persic et al., 1986). These
excited states. The excited states are more flat atdata has three advantages for our purpose: the
large radius, and may look like better candidates for robustness of the points and error bars (obtained by

averaging over many galaxies), the good determi-
nation of the baryon distribution—solely a stellar
disk with exponential luminosity profile—and the
low baryon contribution which justifies the approxi-
mation of spherical symmetry.

With a quadratic potential, the size of the halo is
given by

]
M "P
]]l | , (20)
s mcœ 0

where we neglected the dependence on the baryon
density. If the central field values is significantly0

smaller than the Planck mass, the coherence length
of the condensate exceeds the Compton wavelength
of an individual particle—l 5" /(mc)—but it iscomptonFig. 1. Rotation curves inside a galactic halo that consists of a
clear that only an ultra-light scalar field can conden-pure self-gravitating scalar field. The corresponding boson is

massive but has no interactions. The fundamental andn 5 2, 4, 6 sate on distances of order 10 kpc. The typical
states are featured together with an extremely excited field orbiting velocity in such a halo is given byv /c |

]] 21configuration for whichn →`. Conventional CDM halos are also s /M . Therefore, requiringv |100 km s andœ 0 Ppresented for comparison [isothermal distribution, cuspy profile 26l | 10 kpc fixess around 10 M and m around0 P(Navarro et al., 1996)]. Each curve has an arbitrary core radius
22310 eV, as confirmed by a detailed fitting to theand normalization. We choose to normalize the five scalar field

solutions to a common amplitude at the first maximum. These data (see Fig. 2).
21 / 2solutions possessn 11 maxima, followed by a decay inr —as Since the distribution of such halos only depends

for any bounded object. The amplitudes of the first inner maxima on the free parameterss andm—where we impose0are approximately the same, while the outer ones are bigger. For
21 / 2 a unique value ofm for all galaxies—we believe thatn →`, the last maximum and ther behavior are rejected far

their success in reproducing universal rotation curvesoutside the figure, at infinity: we only see a quasi-flat region with
small oscillations. is a significant argument in favor of this model. On
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Fig. 2. A chi-square comparison with the universal rotation curves of (Persic et al., 1986) reveals that the best fit to different classes of
224magnitudes with a common value of the mass is given bym 5 63 10 eV. The corresponding rotation curves are shown in solid lines. The

dashed line shows the contribution from the disk only.

the other hand, the existence of such a low mass, drastically modifies the massm and the extension of
even if not strictly forbidden by fundamental princi- the condensate, even when it contributes to a negli-
ples, is very unlikely due to unavoidable radiative gible fraction of the central energy density (Colpi et
corrections. This could motivate a systematic in- al., 1986; Liddle and Madsen, 1992). This is so

2vestigation of other potentials for the scalar field. becausels can be very small with respect to
2 2 2The next level of complexity would consist in adding m .v and yet comparable to the difference (m 2
2a quartic self-coupling. v ) that appears in the Klein–Gordon equation. In

2the limit where L; l /(4pGm )@ 1 and in the
absence of a baryon population, we can even give an

2 .2. Quartic self-coupling l exact analytic solution for the field and for the
orbiting velocity of test particles:

As is well known for boson stars—which are ] 1 / 2Œsinsm 2/Lrdexactly identical to our halos in the absence of a (21)]]]]s(r)5s ,H J]0 Œbaryon component—the inclusion of a quartic term m 2/Lr
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v(r) 1 l2]] ]]]5 rF9(r) a 5 . (28)4c 8pG m
]2 Œs sinsm 2/Lrd ]0 The field and density profiles are functions of theŒ] ]]]]5 2p L 2 cossm 2/Lrd ,H J]2 Œ reduced radiusz 5 r /aM m 2/LrP

29r (r)(22) s (r) sin(z)f
]] ]] ]]5 5 . (29)29 zr (0) sf 0with the requirement that

The most striking feature in the largeL limit is ass021 21 / 2]L ! !L . (23) follows: although the quartic term remains sub-MP
dominant in the energy density—Eq. (23) implies

] 4 2 2ŒBecauses /M | (v /c) / L, the second inequality that ls !m s —the typical size of the system is0 P

follows from the Newtonian self-consistency con- very different from the free field case since now it
2dition uF u| v ! 1. The first inequality translates into reads like

2L@ c /v . It implies that all the field spatial deriva-s d 1 / 2 2l | l M " /(m c). (30)Ptives can be neglected in Eq. (18) and sets the
maximal radius up to which the analytic solution is

As the central field value does not appear in this
valid. This maximal radius is at most equal to half a

expression, different halo sizes would just result]Œperiod so thatr # L /2(p /m). That bound is almost
from different baryon contributions to the density,

saturated forL→`. Note thatv does not appear in
which bring corrections to (30). The central field

the analytic solutions because it is only relevant at
value s still determines the rotation curve am-0larger radii. However, the Newtonian self-consis-
plitude. In the largeL limit and in the absence of2 2tency condition imposes that 12v /m ! 1.
baryons, the maximal rotation speed is given exactly

The field behavior (21) may be readily recovered
by

by neglecting the spatial derivatives ofs in the
2 2Klein–Gordon equation (18) so that v smax 0 1 / 2]] ]5 2.13p L atr 51.94L /m. (31)2 22 2 c M Pm V2 H J] ]s (r). 2 1 , (24)

l B We can use relations (30) and (31) in order to find
4the order of magnitude forl /m which has the bestwhereB(r)511 2F(r) andV 5v /m. In the Newto-

chance to provide a good fit to the data. By requiringnian limit, the pressure reads like
21that the rotation velocity peaks around 200 km s at

4 2 2 a typical radius of 10 kpc, we findm VH J] ]P ; L . 2 1 , (25)f 4l B 1 / 4 21 / 2 23m | l eV and s |L 10 M . (32)0 P

while the effective mass density (14) of the Bose-
24condensate is Taking for instancel in the range [1, 10 ], we

obtain a mass of order 0.1 to 1 eV, i.e., a few orders4 2m Veff 2 2 of magnitude larger than the expected neutrinoH J] ]r .m s . 2 1 . (26)f l B masses. So, the inclusion of a quartic self-coupling
leads to a much more realistic value of the massBoth are related through the Lane–Emden poly-
from a particle physics point of view.tropic equation of state

eff 111 /nP 5Kr , (27)f f
3 . Conclusion

4with K 5l /(4m ) while the polytropic index isn 5
1. For such a value, the gravitating system—in We conclude that a free or a self-coupled scalar
hydrostatic equilibrium—is shown to have a constant field is a promising candidate for the galactic dark
core radiusr 5pa where matter component. The scalar mass is bound to be inc
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223the range 10 eV,m , 1 eV, depending on the the field fluctuations are already non-linear on some
value of the self-coupling constant. Clearly, our scales at the time of equality: then, back-reaction
analysis can be improved in several ways: one effects can modify the effective homogeneous den-
should implement a better modelisation of the disk / sity during the field-dominated stage. This alternative
halo geometry, use more galaxies, include some also deserves further studies—in the most optimistic
other baryonic components (gas, bulge . . . ), com- prospect, it may offer an opportunity to unify the
pare with rotation curves at larger radius . . . description of dark matter and dark energy.
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